Software Intelligence for the enterprise cloud

Simply smarter, all-in-one platform powered by AI

**What makes Dynatrace unique**

**Fully automated**
With zero-touch configuration, continuous discovery and mapping, you’ll have more time to do something useful.

**Full stack**
We understand all the relationships and interdependencies, top to bottom, so you don’t have to.

**AI-powered**
Powerful AI, providing real-time precise answers. Minimize troubleshooting, and spend more time knowing.

**Broadest technology support**
Engineered for cloud native and hybrid environments, Dynatrace covers your complete ecosystem automatically – from microservices to traditional applications.
Software Intelligence for AWS

All-in-one, AI-powered monitoring of AWS applications and infrastructure

**OneAgent** automatically provides full-stack visibility of applications and infrastructure

- Applications
- Services
- Processes
- Hosts
- Datacenters

**Monitor**, **analyze**, and **optimize** every digital interaction

**Continuous real-time auto discovery** through automatic OneAgent injection into containers

**Automatic and continuous deployment** of Dynatrace OneAgent to AWS components

**End-to-end tracing** of AWS Lambda functions and key AWS Lambda metrics

**Broad AWS technology** and service support, including complete Amazon CloudWatch metrics

**Dynatrace + AWS: The journey to NoOps**

In 2016, Dynatrace disrupted itself to engineer a completely new monitoring platform purpose built to handle cloud, containers, and microservices via automation and deterministic AI at the core.

**Combining Dynatrace and AWS enables:**

- **Release velocity**
  
  Major code releases every 2 weeks

- **Agility & resilience**

  5,000+ deployments per day across geo availability zones

- **Quality**

  93% reduction in production issues

- **Automation**

  Precise root-cause enables automated run books and workflows

"**Verizon saw vast improvement across its product lifecycle.** The speed and quality of its deployments has increased greatly and its time to revenue realization has been reduced."

- Anil Chintalapudi, Senior Technical Manager

Out of the box, Dynatrace provides **fully automated capabilities:**

- Monitoring of user experience, applications, AWS components, and hosts
- Distributed tracing of microservices
- Dependency discovery and topology mapping
- AI-powered problem detection and root-cause analysis

Monitor your AWS in minutes with the free Dynatrace trial: [www.dynatrace.com/trial](http://www.dynatrace.com/trial)